Established in 2003, Eli Airborne Solutions is the sole private
company specialized in design, development and manufacturing Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in Estonia for both
military and commercial applications.
The company provides complete integrated UAS solutions
which can truly satisfy the challenging requests of its customers in the homeland security domain, from specific command
and control equipment, to development of unmanned aircrafts
and communication services.
Equipped with visible or infrared camera, our UAV systems offer high-level image processing capability, real time stabilization, detection and monitoring of target locations.
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THE EQUIPMENT THAT GIVES YOU AN ADVANTAGE

Multirotor ELIX-XL
Description
The ELIX-XL is a our largest, man-portable, ruggedized
Vertical Take-Off and Landing Unmanned Aerial system
designed to capture and transmit high quality digital
video.
The ELIX-XL is designed as a complete solution,
capable of handling exterior reconnaissance flights.
Autonomous capabilities and simple navigation and
camera control makes it possible for anyone to fly ELIXXL with only a few houres of training.
Automatic take-off and landing enables the operator
to focus on tasks at hand and enables the unite to be
launched without any launch mechanism and land
without a landing pad.
With a snap together, tool-less assembly, the system
is easy man-portable and capable of rapid deployment.

Multirotor technical parameters
Dimensions folded

620x280x180 mm

Dimensions deployed

1160x1160x180 mm

Take off weight

5,1 kg

Multirotor flight parameters
Range

7 km

Dependant on data and
video link configuration

Flight time up to

45 min

Dependant on flight
profiles and weather

Battery capacity

12-20

LiPo battery

Real-time HD quality video, incl. a moving object detection and tracking

Ah
Max speed

12 m/s

Max wind tolerance 10 m/s

Adjustable in flight
Measured on ground

Payload
Video

IR

Gimbal

Sony FCB-EH 3150

FLIR TAU 2

Stabilization

3 axis

3 axis

IR with 8x digital zoom
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EO with 12x optical zoom
+ 12x digital zoom

